This paper summarizes the 2013 community-based Signal Separation Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC 2013). Five speech and music datasets were contributed, including two new datasets: "Two-channel noisy recordings of a moving speaker within a limited area" and "Asynchronous recordings of speech mixtures". The participants addressed one or more datasets out of five, and the results for each task were evaluated using different objective performance criteria. We overview the campaign specifications such as the tasks, datasets, and evaluation criteria. We also summarize the evaluated performance of the submitted systems, and discuss organization strategies for future campaigns.
INTRODUCTION
The Signal Separation Evaluation Campaign (SiSEC) is a regular campaign aiming to evaluate signal separation methods. It started in 2008, building upon previous evaluation campaigns [1] (e.g., the MLSP'05 Data Analysis Competition 1 , the PASCAL Speech Separation Challenge [2] , and the Stereo Audio Source Separation Evaluation Campaign (SASSEC)). SiSEC is a community-based scientific evaluation instead of a competition. A call for participation precedes the evaluation, so that the specifications (i.e., tasks, datasets, and evaluation criteria) can be defined publicly through discussion in the community.
Responding to the feedback at previous SiSECs, the datasets were refreshed as follows:
1. CHiME Corpus was removed from the datasets for "Two-channel mixtures of speech and real-world background noise" because it has been already provided in the second CHiME challenge. 2. A task with little participation in the previous campaigns was excluded. 3. New data including full-length songs were added to "Professionally produced music recordings".
1 http://mlsp2005.conwiz.dk/index.php@id=30.html 4. Two new tasks: "Two-channel noisy recordings of a moving speaker within a limited area" and "Asynchronous recordings of speech mixtures" were added. Section 2 specifies the tasks, datasets, and evaluation criteria, and Section 3 summarizes the evaluation outcome. Due to the variety of the submissions, we focus on the general outcome of the campaign. For further details, the readers are referred to the wiki of SiSEC 2013 at http://sisec2013. wiki.irisa.fr/tiki-index.php.
SPECIFICATIONS
This section briefs the campaign specifications: the tasks, datasets and evaluation criteria. The decision process involved potential participants, whose proposal lead to the inclusion of new data (see Section 2.2).
Tasks
Featuring a new challenging task of source tracking, SiSEC 2013 considered the following five tasks:
T1 Source enumeration T2 Single-channel source estimation T3 Multichannel source image estimation T4 Source DOA (direction-of-arrival) estimation T5 Source tracking A subset of the above five tasks was evaluated for each dataset (see Section 2.2). T2 aims to estimate single-channel source signals observed by a specific reference microphone, whereas T3 aims to estimate multichannel source images observed by the microphone array. T4 refers to estimating the DOAs of static sources, while T5 refers to estimating the trajectory of a source moving within a small region.
Datasets
SiSEC 2013 has refreshed the datasets, which consist of D1 Underdetermined speech and music mixtures D2 Two-channel mixtures of speech and real-world background noise D3 Professionally produced music recordings D4 Two-channel noisy recordings of a moving speaker within a limited area D5 Asynchronous recordings of speech mixtures The two challenging datasets D4 and D5 have been included newly. The SiSEC 2011 dataset "Determined convolutive mixtures under dynamic conditions" [3] has been excluded because of little participation. The CHiME Corpus has been removed from D2, and two new full-length songs and their snips have been added in D3, which was proposed by a participant. All these datasets consist of disjoint subsets for developing and testing.
D1 contains 162 underdetermined mixtures (76 and 86 in the development and test datasets, respectively) of speech or musical sources. It encompasses a wide range of mixing conditions as follows:
• the number of sources (three or four)
• the number of microphones (two or three)
• the microphone separation (4, 5, 20, 50, or 100 cm)
• the reverberation time (0, 130, 250, or 380 ms) In the development datasets, not only mixtures but also the following information is provided:
I1 single channel sources I2 multichannel source images I3 source positions I4 mixing matrices. Tasks T1-T3 are considered for D1.
D2 contains 29 stereo recordings (nine and 20 in the development and test datasets, respectively) of a speech source that are contaminated by real-world diffuse noise. The diffuse noise was recorded in public environments such as
• a subway car • cafeterias • squares In the development dataset, information I1-I3 is also provided, where I2 includes multichannel noise images as well. Tasks T2-T4 are evaluated, where both source and noise images are to be estimated for T3. D3 contains 20 stereo music pieces (eight and twelve in the development and test datasets, respectively), which have been mixed by sound engineers with unknown mixing effects. Eight pieces out of 20 are full-length songs, and the rest are snips. In the development datasets, information I2 is also provided. T3 is imposed on this dataset.
New dataset D4 aims at source tracking and noise suppression when a target speaker slightly moves his/her head during speaking. Such small position fluctuation can significantly degrade conventional noise suppression techniques. Therefore, robust noise suppression in such a scenario is an important issue. D4 contains nine stereo recordings (four and five in the development and test datasets, respectively) of a moving speech source that are contaminated by background bubble noise. The loudspeaker playing the source signal was moved within a 30 cm×30 cm region. The trajectory passed through four out of 16 points in the region (see Fig. 1 ). The development dataset also provides information I1, I2 and I5 source trajectory.
Especially, I2 contains the multichannel source image from 16 (fixed) positions within the assumed area of the target as a special a priori information, and also includes multichannel noise images. Tasks T3 and T5 are considered, where T5 is done by specifying the four points that the source passes through during movement.
New dataset D5 aims to evaluate source separation using asynchronous recording devices. Many recording devices have become available in our surrounding environment (e.g. voice recorders, smartphones, tablets, laptop PCs). Although exploiting them for array signal processing is an attractive scenario, signals recorded with different devices are asynchronous in most cases. Here, "asynchronous" refers to the existence of time offsets and sampling frequency mismatch, both unknown a priori. D5 contains 12 synthetic asynchronous mixtures (six for each of the development and test datasets) recorded with three stereo devices. The time offset and the sampling frequency mismatch were simulated by random time shift and resampling. The configuration of the devices was either linear or circular. Task T2 is considered here.
Evaluation criteria
Tasks T2 and T3 were evaluated by both power-based and perceptually-motivated objective criteria. The BSS Eval toolbox [4] was used to evaluate the following four power-based criteria: the signal to distortion ratio (SDR), the source image to spatial distortion ratio (ISR), the signal to interference ratio (SIR), and signal to artifacts ratio (SAR). Version 2.0 of the PEASS toolbox [5] was used to evaluate the following four perceptually-motivated criteria: the overall perceptual score (OPS), the target-related perceptual score (TPS), the interference-related perceptual score (IPS), and the artifactrelated perceptual score (APS). With following previous SiSECs, the absolute values, not the improvements from the values for mixtures were evaluated. Task T4 was evaluated by the absolute difference between the true and estimated DOAs.
RESULTS
We totally received 28 submissions (3, 5, 15, 3 and 2 submissions for D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5, respectively) in this SiSEC. The average performances of the submitted systems are summarized in Table 1 through 6. A remarkable thing in this SiSEC is that the datasets D3 attracted a large number of participants. The number of participants to D3 has increased from three to nine since SiSEC 2010. Also, the submitted systems have a good variety. This popularity and variety can be coming from recent prominent development of source/noise modeling techniques in the power spectrogram domain. Many systems utilize nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) or its variants. But not limited to the matrix factorization, solo/accompaniment separation [6] , harmonic/percussive separation [7] , a source-filter model [8] are also included in the submissions. The methods based on [9, 10] exploiting the repetitive structures seem to be new approaches. This trend of increasing source/noise modeling approaches can be seen in other datasets, too. In the traditional datasets D1, tensor factorization [11] and multilevel NMF in a Bayesian framework (Adiloǧlu's system) are included. Even in the datasets D2 including real-world noise, single channel approaches (e.g. [12, 13] ) are investigated. Of course, the spatial approaches (e.g. [14, 15, 16] ) or the combination of the spatial techniques and the source modeling (e.g. [17, 18, 19] ) are still important issues. Another new trend may be the informed source separation approach, which includes the pitch-informed [6] , the text-informed [20] , the position-informed [21] , side-information-based [22] , userguided (Ozerov's system), or interactive [12] system.
One of the new things in this SiSEC is that two new fulllength songs and their snips were added in D3 and 8 algorithms provided the results for both of the full-lengths songs and their snips. We can observe the high correlation between the performances on full-length songs and 20s-length snips as shown in Fig. 2 , especially with the SDR criterion. This indicates stable performances of the algorithms.
Three systems were submitted to D4. The systems cannot be directly compared as they are essentially different. Only Málek's system [21] aims at T2 exactly. The system by Wang yields target spectrum enhancement while Martinez's system achieves some dereverberation effect as byproducts. Therefore, Málek's system yields the best average SDR, OPS, SAR and APS, while Wang's system gives the best TPS, and Martinez's system achieves outstanding SIR and IPS at the expense of lower SDR and SAR. Wang's system and Málek's system consider also T5. The results by Wang's system are based on DOA estimation and are either perfect or wrong.
Nevertheless, even the wrong results are meaningful. For example, the trajectory 13, 14, 15, 16 was estimated when the true one was 12, 11, 10, 9, which is just a different row of the grid. The results of T5 by Málek's system can be explained by the simplifying assumption of the system: Each movement consists of 4 parts of the same length, where the target occurs in one position during each part. This need not be true, especially, for the last position of the movement. Nevertheless, the results are consistent with the truth.
Two systems submitted to D5 take a similar approach: basically, the unknown sampling frequency mismatch is first estimated and compensated, and then, BSS algorithm [14, 16] is applied. However, different approach can be considered. Because the sampling frequency mismatch appears as a drift of the time difference of arrival (TDOA) or as slow timevarying of the transfer function from source to microphone, systems designed for dynamical movements of sources may work. Single channel-based methods could also work if sources are one target speech and noise as in D2 or musical instruments and vocal as in D3. Such other possibilities can be investigated with updating datasets in future.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the tasks, datasets, and evaluation criteria in SiSEC 2013, and the evaluation results of the separation performance over all the submissions. In spite of the tight schedule in SiSEC 2013, we received many (28) submissions. An important role of SiSEC has been not only to compare the methodology and the performance of the stateof-the-art systems, but also to provide common datasets and define common evaluation criteria. We hope the datasets in SiSEC 2013 could be useful and the evaluation results could be a good reference in the source separation field. By taking Table 1 . Average performance for task T2 for the instantaneous mixtures in D1: "Underdetermined speech and music mixtures". 2 mics: average over datasets "test" and "test2"; 3mics: average over dataset "test3". The figures for condition "2 mics, 4 srcs (speech)" were computed by averaging over an incomplete set of mixtures. Table 2 . Average performance for task T3 for the convolutive mixtures in D1: "Underdetermined speech and music mixtures". 2 mics: average over datasets "test" and "test2"; 3mics: average over dataset "test3". the growth of the source/noise modeling techniques into consideration, it might be necessary to enrich the datasets in the next SiSEC, especially, in terms of the variety of source/noise types.
Unfortunately, only audio track ran in SiSEC 2013. However, source separation has been recently important for many kinds of signals including biomedical signals, images, economic data, etc. Therefore, new types of signals would be very welcome in future SiSECs. The main problem here is the fact that it is often difficult to define ground truth data in real-world problems, which are necessary for the objective evaluation of the submitted systems. We hope that potential data providers and participants keep discussions for future SiSECs.
